IDENTITY WORKING GROUP
A Look Back

22 Calls in 2020 & 2 Calls in 2021-

- Kim Cameron- Personal Digital Transformation
- Data Protection Regulation worldwide- Focus on India &
- Known Traveler Digital Identity
- Contract Tracing & Anonymization
- European EBSI-ESSIF - EIDAS Framework
- TOIP- Creation of new group in LF
- Interoperability With Identity Focus (Cactus)
- GLEIF - wallets: Roles in the Enterprise
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22 Calls in 2020 & 2 Calls in 2021- Contd.

- Universal Wallet
- Vaccinations & Covid Credentials
- MPC - Securing the Enterprise - Custody
- CANDiD & TrustID - HL Labs
- Consent management -
- Semantic WG. Now two plus one=three in TOIP
- State of SSI- very comprehensive view- March call about the SSI book
- Biometrics
- KERI - DKMS
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Themes-2021

- Present the material- make the material accessible and searchable
- Should we continue to work on the paper?
- Personal Digital Transformation
- Vaccination credentials & Interoperability- Smart Vaccination Certificate
- DiF, VC, DiD, SSI etc.
- Semantic Interoperability- Semantic Containers
- Biometrics and SSI KERI
- Financial Use cases- Digital Currencies
- Capabilities versus ACL ZCAP-LD
- Solid